GSNAC Meeting - Spring 2024 Public Report
Virtual

Wednesday, March 6, 2024
Times are ET

In attendance: Carl Tape (chair), Will Yeck, Ebru Bozdag, Andrew Schaeffer, Cecily Wolfe, Frederik Simons, Dave Wilson, Robert Mellors, Adam Ringler, Bob Busby, Molly Staats, Kasey Aderhold, Glen Mattioli, Bob Woodward, Becks Bendick

Meeting Objectives
03:00 - 03:15pm Introductions and goals (Tape)

GSN Operational Reports
03:15 - 03:30pm GSN Program Manager report (Busby)
03:30 - 03:45pm IDA report (Mellors)
03:45 - 04:00pm ASL report (Wilson)
04:00 - 04:15pm Q&A

Other Items
04:15 - 05:00pm Discussion
Wrap-up: Next meeting topics, future meeting schedules, etc.

Action Items
None

Recommendations
None
Friday, March 8, 2024

Times are ET

In attendance: Carl Tape (chair), Frederik Simons, Andrew Schaeffer, Will Yeck, Cecily Wolfe, Dave Wilson, Rob Mellors, Bob Busby, Glen Mattioli, Molly Staats, Kasey Aderhold

Meeting Objectives
02:00 - 02:05pm  Introductions and goals (Tape)

Discussion Topics
02:05 - 03:30pm
- Publication/Citation Tracking
- Station Ranking and Metrics
- Affiliate Stations
- Digitizer Upgrade Plan
- Data Redaction - tabled

Other Items
03:30 - 04:00pm
- Wrap-up: Science highlights, community engagement, etc.

Action Items
- AI(All): Add feedback to station ranking and citation tracking documents for discussion at the next meeting.
- AI(Busby/Wilson): Review affiliate station list and definition, propose updates to committee. If recommendation is to continue affiliate stations, propose definition/metric, mechanism for informing user community, and procedure for curation.

Recommendations
- Form subcommittee led by Bob Busby to address proposed digitizer upgrade with Q8 by compiling considerations and reviewing existing testing, reports, experiences from other networks. Report back to the GSNAC by SSA 2024. Subcommittee will include Dave Wilson, Adam Ringler, Andrew Schaeffer, and additional participants as needed.